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Non-Relativistic Strings and Limits of the AdS/CFT Correspondence

Troels Harmark1, Jelle Hartong2, Niels A. Obers1∗
1The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen
Blegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark and

2Institute for Theoretical Physics and Delta Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam
Science Park 904, 1098 XH Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Using target space null reduction of the Polyakov action we find a novel covariant action for strings
moving in a torsional Newton–Cartan geometry. Sending the string tension to zero while rescaling
the Newton–Cartan clock 1-form, so as to keep the string action finite, we obtain a non-relativistic
string moving in a new type of non-Lorentzian geometry that we call U(1)-Galilean geometry. We
apply this to strings on AdS5 × S

5 for which we show that the zero tension limit is realized by the
Spin Matrix theory limits of the AdS/CFT correspondence. This is closely related to limits of spin
chains studied in connection to integrability in AdS/CFT. The simplest example gives a covariant
version of the Landau-Lifshitz sigma-model.

Introduction

Non-Lorentzian geometry has appeared in recent years
in a wide variety of settings such as non-AdS holography
[1, 2], effective actions of non-relativistic field theories
including those relevant for the fractional quantum Hall
effect [3–6] and gravity theories with non-relativistic local
symmetries such as Hořava–Lifshitz gravity and Chern–
Simons gravity theories on non-relativistic algebras [7–9].

By non-Lorentzian geometry we mean a manifold that
is locally flat in the sense of a kinematical principle of rel-
ativity that is different from Einstein’s equivalence prin-
ciple. Examples are Newton–Cartan and Carrollian ge-
ometries whose tangent space structure is dictated by the
Bargmann (centrally extended Galilei) and Carroll (zero
speed of light contraction of Poincaré) algebras.

There is considerable literature on non-relativistic
strings, see e.g. [10–13]. Of particular relevance for
us will be the non-relativistic string spectra and associ-
ated sigma-models, such as the Landau–Lifshitz model,
observed before in the AdS/CFT context [11]. Besides
the stringy Newton-Cartan geometry found in [12], these
works are non-covariant with regards to the world-sheet
and target space geometry. A natural question is thus
to what extent non-Lorentzian geometries are important
for sigma-models of non-relativistic strings.

In this letter we show that target space null-reduction
of the Polyakov action leads to a novel covariant ac-
tion for the propagation of non-relativistic strings in a
(torsional) Newton-Cartan target space. Furthermore,
we uncover that taking a second non-relativistic limit,
that affects both the target space and the world-sheet,
leads to a new class of sigma-models that describes non-
relativistic strings moving in a novel non-Lorentzian ge-
ometry that we refer to as U(1)-Galilean geometry.

Remarkably, we show that for a string on AdS5 × S5,
the second non-relativistic limit corresponds to the Spin
Matrix theory limits of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Spin Matrix theories are quantum mechanical theories
that arise as limits of N = 4 SYM on R×S3 [14]. Given
a unitarity bound E ≥ J of N = 4 SYM, where J is a

linear combination of commuting angular momenta and
R-charges such that states with E = J are supersymmet-
ric, one sends E−J and the ’t Hooft coupling λ = 4πgsN
to zero, keeping the ratio (E − J)/λ and N fixed. It is
clear from the relativistic magnon dispersion relation [15]

E − J =
√

1 + λ
π sin2 p

2 − 1 that a non-relativistic spec-

trum is obtained in this limit. We show that the SMT
limits [14, 16] on the string theory side correspond to our
double (target space/world-sheet) non-relativistic limit.

The SMT limits are closely related to limits of strings
on AdS5×S5 considered in connection with integrability
of the AdS/CFT correspondence, starting with Kruczen-
ski [11]. The difference is that the Kruczenski limit does
not decouple higher order terms in the string tension.
However, the leading part of the sigma-model is the same
as for SMT.

From the SMT or Kruczenski limit one gets the well-
known Landau-Lifshitz sigma-model in the simplest case.
Other limits give similar sigma-models that also are clas-
sical limits of nearest-neighbor spin chains [17–20]. Using
the results of this letter, these sigma-models can be made
covariant, thus providing a new interpretation in terms
of non-relativistic string theory.

Strings on torsional Newton–Cartan geometry

The action of a non-relativistic particle moving in a
torsional Newton–Cartan (TNC) geometry can be ob-
tained by null reduction of the action of a relativistic
massless particle [21–23]. Here we will do something sim-
ilar for the target space null reduction of the Polyakov
action for a relativistic string.

Consider the Polyakov action,

S =

∫

d2σL = −T
2

∫

d2σ
√−γ γαβgαβ , (1)

with gαβ = ∂αX
M∂βX

NGMN where GMN is the d + 2
dimensional target space metric. Here ∂α is the deriva-
tive with respect to the world-sheet coordinates σα with
α = 0, 1, and T is the string tension. We consider closed
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strings hence σ1 ∼ σ1+2π. The Virasoro constraints are

gαβ − 1

2
γαβγ

γδgγδ = 0 . (2)

Assume that the target space has a null Killing vector
∂u. The most general metric with this property is

GMNdx
MdxN = 2τ (du−m) + hµνdx

µdxν , (3)

where µ, ν = 0, 1, ..., d, M = (u, µ) and τ = τµdx
µ, m =

mµdx
µ, dethµν = 0. The tensors τµ, mµ and hµν are

independent of u. This decomposition of the line element
admits the following local symmetries

δτµ = Lξτµ , δmµ = Lξmµ + ∂µσ + λae
a
µ ,

δhµν = Lξhµν + τµλae
a
ν + τνλae

a
µ , (4)

where we defined eaµ via hµν = δabe
a
µe

b
ν with a = 1, . . . , d.

The transformation with parameter σ is a U(1) gauge
transformation that acts on u as δu = σ. The transfor-
mation with parameter λa is known as a local Galilean
or Milne boost. The Lie derivatives along ξµ correspond
to the infinitesimal d + 1 dimensional diffeomorphisms.
The fields and transformations (4) are those of torsional
Newton–Cartan (TNC) geometry [5–7, 24, 25] in agree-
ment with the known fact that null reductions give rise
to TNC geometry [21, 22, 26, 27].
So far we are still describing a relativistic string in a

background with a null isometry. To turn this into a
non-relativistic string moving in a TNC background we
need to remove the field Xu from the description. This
is achieved by putting the momentum Pα

u along u,

Pα
u =

∂L
∂ (∂αXu)

= −T√−γ γαβτβ , (5)

on-shell, i.e. imposing ∂αP
α
u = 0, here defining τβ =

∂βX
µτµ as the pullback of τµ. This requires considering

Pα
u (as opposed to ∂αX

u) as an independent variable.
We thus perform the Legendre transformation

L̂ = L − Pα
u ∂αX

u , (6)

where L̂ is the Lagrangian for the remaining embedding
coordinates Xµ whose dependence on Pα

u is such that

∂L̂
∂Pα

u

= −∂αXu . (7)

We will use (5) to solve for γαβ in terms of Pα
u and τα.

The solution to (5) can be written as

√−γ γαβ = e
(

−vαvβ + eαeβ
)

, (8)

where we defined e = det(τα , eα) =
1
T P

α
u τα and

eα =
eαβP

β
u

T
, vα = − Pα

u

P γ
u τγ

, eα = −T e
αβτβ
P γ
u τγ

. (9)

Here eαβ and eαβ denote Levi-Civita symbols with e01 =
−e01 = 1. Together with τα the vectors (9) form an
orthonormal system: vατα = −1, vαeα = 0, eατα = 0
and eαeα = 1. We assume that Pα

u τα 6= 0.
The action associated with L̂ can be written as

Ŝ =

∫

d2σL̂ = −T
2

∫

d2σe
(

−vαvβ + eαeβ
)

h̄αβ (10)

where h̄αβ = ∂αX
µ∂βX

νh̄µν with h̄µν = hµν − τµmν −
τνmµ. Further mα and hαβ are the pullbacks of mµ and
hµν . From (7) we obtain

mα−
1

2
τα
(

eγeδ + vδvγ
)

hγδ+eαv
γeδhγδ = ∂αX

u , (11)

which is equivalent to the Virasoro constraints (2) for a
string in the background with a null isometry (3). This
follows from contracting (2) with all combinations of eα

and vα. Furthermore from (7) it follows that

∂α
∂L̂
∂P β

u

− ∂β
∂L̂
∂Pα

u

= 0 , (12)

which is independent of Xu.
We are now going to put Pα

u on-shell, i.e. impose
∂αP

α
u = 0 which is equivalent to setting ∂αeβ−∂βeα = 0.

We will write Pα
u = Teαβeβ where locally eβ = ∂βη and

substitute this into the action Ŝ. This leads to the fol-
lowing Lagrangian for Xµ and η,

L̂ = T

(

−eαβmα∂βη +
eαα

′

eββ
′

(∂α′η∂β′η − τα′τβ′)

2eγγ′τγ∂γ′η
hαβ

)

.

(13)
The equation of motion of η gives the constraint (12).

The action (13) is invariant under world-sheet diffeomor-
phisms δXµ = ξα∂αX

µ and δη = ξα∂αη generated by ξα,
as well as under all local symmetries of the target space
TNC geometry that are generated by σ and λa in (4).
There can also be global symmetries generated by Kµ for
those ξµ = Kµ in (4) for which 0 = δτµ = δmµ = δhµν .
Assume that the target space clock 1-form τ is closed.

Write this as τµ = ∂µX
0. We can then choose the gauge

σ0 = 2πT
P X0 and η = P

2πT σ
1 with P =

∫ 2π

0 P 0
udσ

1 the
conserved total momentum. In this gauge the action (13)
on a flat TNC background with mµ = 0, τµ = δ0µ and

hµν = δabδ
a
µδ

b
ν reproduces the standard non-relativistic

string action which has 1+1 dimensional world-sheet
Poincaré symmetry [28]. This latter action was also stud-
ied in [12]. However the coupling to the target space ge-
ometry in [12] involves a doubling of the fields τµ and
mµ which we do not see here. It would be interesting to
understand this difference.
Non-relativistic sigma models from scaling limit

We will take a limit of Ŝ in which the tension T goes
to zero. In order to keep the action finite we compensate
T → 0 by rescaling the coupling to τµ. We can always
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write τµ = N∂µF + βµ with vµβµ = vµhµν = 0 and

vµτµ = −1. If we rescale F = c2F̃ , T = T̃ /c, η = cη̃ and
send c to infinity we obtain

S̃ = −T̃
∫

d2σ

(

eαβmα∂β η̃ +
eαα

′

eββ
′

τ̃α′ τ̃β′

2eγγ′ τ̃γ∂γ′ η̃
hαβ

)

,(14)

where τ̃α = ∂αX
µτ̃µ with τ̃µ = N∂µF̃ .

The resulting action S̃ has world-sheet diffeomorphism
invariance δXµ = ξα∂αX

µ and δη̃ = ξα∂αη̃. Assuming

τ̃µ = ∂µX
0 = δ0µ, we can choose the gauge σ0 = 4π2T̃ 2

P 2 X0

and η̃ = P
2πT̃

σ1, obtaining

S̃ = − P

2π

∫

d2σ

(

mµ∂0X
µ +

1

2
hµν∂1X

µ∂1X
ν

)

.(15)

This is a non-relativistic world-sheet theory containing
only first order time derivatives. The equation of motion
of η̃ gives the constraint

∂0m1 − ∂1m0 +
1

2
∂1h11 = 0 . (16)

The action (14) is invariant under local transforma-
tions that act on τ̃µ, mµ and hµν = δabe

a
µe

b
ν as

δτ̃µ = 0 , δmµ = ∂µσ , δhµν = 2τ̃(µe
a
ν)λ̃a . (17)

These transformations plus target space diffeomorphsims
follow from (4) if we set λa = λ̃a/c

2, τµ = c2τ̃µ + βµ and

send c to infinity. The action S̃ has a global symmetry
generated by Kµ if the Lie derivatives along Kµ of τ̃µ,
mµ, hµν vanish up to the transformations (17).
TNC geometry can be obtained by gauging the

Bargmann algebra [7, 12]. The transformations (4) follow
from the Bargmann algebra {H,Pa, Jab, Ga, N} with a =
1, . . . , d whose nonzero commutators are [H,Ga] = Pa

and [Pa, Gb] = δabN where we left out the nonzero com-
mutators with Jab. The TNC fields can be assembled in
the connection Aµ = Hτµ+Pae

a
µ+Nmµ+ . . ., where we

left out the connections associated with Galilean boosts
Ga and rotations Jab. If we consider the transforma-
tion δAµ = LξAµ + ∂µΣ + [Aµ,Σ], where ξ

µ generates
diffeomorphisms and where Σ = Nσ + Gaλ

a + 1
2Jabλ

ab

we obtain all transformations of the TNC fields τµ, mµ

and hµν = δabe
a
µe

b
ν in (4). If we rescale H = c2H̃ and

Ga = c−2G̃a and send c to infinity we find the Galilei
algebra Gal direct sum with a U(1) generated by N ,
where Gal is the Bargmann algebra with N removed.
In a similar way the local transformations of τ̃µ, mµ and
hµν = δabe

a
µe

b
ν can be obtained by gauging Gal ⊕ U(1)

where τ̃µ is the connection associated with H̃, eaµ the
connection associated with Pa and mµ the connection
associated with N . The resulting geometry is what we
call U(1)-Galilean geometry.
Interestingly, applying the same limit to the case of

a massless relativistic particle leads to an action pro-
portional to

∫

dλmµ
dXµ

dλ , so that a particle on a U(1)-
Galilean geometry has no dynamics. We have thus found

a geometry that is more naturally probed by strings than
by particles.
Limits of strings on AdS5 × S5

We apply now the above scaling limit c → ∞ to
the case of strings on AdS5 × S5. As we shall see,
the Spin Matrix theory (SMT) limits introduced in [14]
are realizations of the scaling limit. Consider type IIB
strings on AdS5 × S5 in the global patch with radius
R = (4πgsN)1/4ls and five-form flux N where gs is the
string coupling and ls the string length. Introduce now
the following six commuting charges, namely the energy
E, the angular momenta S1 and S2 on the S3 in AdS5
and the angular momenta J1, J2 and J3 on S5. The uni-
tarity bounds of N = 4 are dual to BPS bounds E ≥ J
where J is a linear combination of the five angular mo-
menta. Specifically, one has the five BPS bounds E ≥ J
with J = J1 + J2, J = J1 + J2 + J3, J = S1 + J1 + J2,
J = S1 + S2 + J1 or J = S1 + S2 + J1 + J2 + J3. For a
given BPS bound E ≥ J the SMT limits of N = 4 SYM
are dual to limits of type IIB strings on AdS5 × S5 with
E − J and gs going to zero with (E − J)/gs and N kept
fixed. The effective string tension in AdS5 × S5 is

T =
1

2π

√

4πgsN , (18)

which goes to zero in the SMT limits.
Four of the bounds do not involve all of the five angular

momenta. Let n denote the number of angular momenta
not included in the bound. In the SMT limit the 2n di-
rections - here called external directions - that realize the
rotation planes for these n angular momenta have a con-
fining potential with effective mass proportional to 1/gs
and hence these directions are forced to sit at the mini-
mum of the potential. This gives an effective reduction
of the number of spatial dimensions after the limit.
One can show that AdS5 × S5 admits a coordinate

system u, xµ, yI where µ = 0, 1, 2, ..., d, d = 8− 2n, and
I = 1, 2, ..., 2n, with the properties that i). yI are the 2n
external directions that are confined to be at yI = 0 in
the limit, ii). ∂u and ∂x0 are Killing vector fields with
i∂x0 = E − J and iii). the metric of AdS5 × S5 can be
put in the form (3) when setting yI = 0, with τµ, mµ

and hµν such that τ0 = 1 and m0 = h00 = h0i = 0 for
i = 1, 2, .., d.
The scaling limit introduced above corresponds to the

SMT limit if one identifies c−2 = 4πgsN . Following this,
one rescales x0 = c2x̃0 such that the rescaled energy
i∂x̃0 = (E − J)/(4πgsN) is kept fixed in the limit. The
rescaled tension is T̃ = cT = 1

2π . After the scaling limit
we get the action (14). With the gauge choice σ0 = 1

P 2X
0

(with X0 = x̃0 on the world-sheet) and η̃ = Pσ1 this be-
comes (15).
We conclude that the SMT limit applied on type IIB

strings on AdS5 × S5 realizes the scaling limit c → ∞
introduced above, and therefore corresponds to a non-
relativistic limit both on the target space, as well as on
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the world-sheet. After the limit, the target space is a
d+1 dimensional U(1)-Galilean geometry and the world-
sheet theory is a non-relativistic two-dimensional theory.
Note that the action (15) is large if P is large, and one
can thus take a classical limit of the action, even if the
SMT/scaling limit involves sending the effective tension
T to zero [16]. See [16] for a discussion of quantum effects
in such limits.
Examples

As the simplest example, consider the SMT/scaling
limit towards the BPS bound E ≥ J = J1 + J2. Write
the metric of AdS5 × S5 as

gMNdx
MdxN = cos2 ψ[2τ(du−m) + hµνdx

µdxν ]

−(sinh2 ρ+ sin2 ψ)(dx0 − 1

2
du)2

+dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dΩ2
3 + dψ2 + sin2 ψ dα2 , (19)

with d = 2 since n = 3, τ = dx0 − 2m and

m = −cos θ

2
dφ , hµνdx

µdxν =
1

4
(dθ2+sin2 θdφ2) . (20)

Note that the radius is set to one and instead included
in the tension (18). The six external directions have a
potential proportional to (sinh2 ρ + sin2 ψ)/gs that con-
fines them to the point ρ = ψ = 0 [16]. The SMT limit
leads then to the 2+1 dimensional U(1)-Galilean geome-
try given by τ̃ = dx̃0 and Eq. (20). The non-relativistic
sigma-model (15) is the Landau-Lifshitz model with P =
J . Thus, we get a new interpretation of the Landau-
Lifshitz model as a non-relativistic string theory of the
form (14) with a U(1)-Galilean target space geometry.
SMT becomes a nearest-neighbor spin chain for N =

∞, which is the ferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chain
with SU(2) symmetry for J = J1 + J2. In a long-wave
length approximation with large J this is described by the
Landau-Lifshitz model hence matching the SMT/scaling
limit on the string theory side.
The connection between the emerging sigma-models

from spin chains and limits of strings on AdS5 × S5 was
first pointed out in [11] by Kruczenski and later studied
for other sectors in [17–20]. These cases can all be inter-
preted in the framework of this paper as well. However,
the Kruczenski limit does not correspond to our scaling
limit since it does not take the tension (18) to zero. In-
stead, it takes J = J1+J2 to infinity keeping T 2/J fixed
[17], hence it includes terms of higher orders in T 2/J in
contrast with the SMT limit. Moreover, one is in differ-
ent regimes on the gauge theory and string theory sides.
Another example is the limit towards the BPS bound

E ≥ J = S1 + S2 + J1 + J2 + J3. Write the metric of
AdS5 × S5 as

gMNdx
MdxN = − cosh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dΩ2

3 + dΩ2
5 ,

dΩ2
2k+1 = (dΣk)

2 + (dχk +Ak)
2 , (21)

where E = i∂t, S1 + S2 = −i∂χ1
, J1 + J2 + J3 = −i∂χ2

,
(dΣk)

2 is the Fubini-Study metric on CP k and Ak is a

one-form on CP k, k = 1, 2. Using t = v − 1
2u, χ1 =

v− 1
2u+w and χ2 = v+ 1

2u the metric is of the form (3)
for d = 8 with

m = − sinh2 ρ(dw +A1)−A2 ,

hµνdx
µdxν = dρ2 + 1

4 sinh
2(2ρ)(dw +A1)

2

+sinh2 ρ dΣ2
1 + dΣ2

2 ,

(22)

and τ = dx0 + 1
2m + A2. Taking the scaling limit gives

now the 8+1 dimensional U(1)-Galilean geometry defined
by τ̃ = dx̃0 and (22) with sigma-model given by (14) and
(15). This limit is of particular interest since it corre-
sponds to the highest possible dimension of the target
space, and the largest global symmetry group SU(1, 2|3)
of the corresponding SMT and spin chain.
Discussion

The results of this letter open up for a wide scope of
directions. It would be worthwhile to understand better
the nature of the U(1)-Galilean target space geometry.
Another important problem is to consider the quantum
theory of the non-relativistic string actions (13) and (14)
that we have found, including beta-functions and the dy-
namical role played by the target space dimension (for
which we naturally get d + 1 = 3, 5, 9 in the case of
the limits on AdS5 × S5). In particular, since dynam-
ical NC geometry is related to Hořava–Lifshitz gravity
[7, 9], it would be interesting to see if the couplings to
the target space objects τµ, mµ, hµν in (13) and τ̃µ, mµ,
hµν in (14) have to obey certain consistency conditions
that can be interpreted as the equations of motion of
a non-relativistic gravity. For SMT, this could in turn
be interesting since one should then be able to see the
emergence of U(1)-Galilean geometry and its associated
gravitational dynamics from a quantum theory.
Important generalizations and extensions of our re-

sults are: i). the effect of adding the NSNS B-field to
the limits, which could be useful to understand if there
is a notion of T-duality and if there is a relation with
the Gomis–Ooguri formulation of non-relativistic closed
strings [10], ii). the inclusion of fermions, and corre-
sponding supersymmetric versions of the non-relativistic
sigma-models and iii). a systematic study of higher
derivative corrections to the sigma-models. Moreover,
by applying similar limits to the DBI D-brane action
(see also [29]) it seems very likely that higher-dimensional
non-relativistic world-volume theories should exist.
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